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PROJECT OVERVIEW

Create a companion app for the city of Milford, Connecticut's

government website (ci.milford.ct.us) with an exclusive focus on the

needs of the city's residents. The app will function as an on-the-go

resource for residents to be connected with their city and conduct

common government-related business, such as paying taxes, placing

public works service requests, learning election or voting information,

and contacting their representatives. The app will attempt to integrate

these government-related functions with more community-related

functions, such as events, transportation needs, recreation activities,

and supporting local businesses, as this is the way residents view their

experience of living in a city. A resident may want to renew a library

book, find a local restaurant to eat dinner at, and look up a commuter

train schedule all on the same day. Why not help them do all of this in

1 app, dedicated to improving the overall experience of living in their

city? If Milford is the "Small City with a Big Heart" then this app should

help residents feel it's pulse.

Photo credits: Nancy Wierzbicki
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Users start on a home screen that serves as the main

navigation with icons for each menu category and header

and footer icons all together, enabling them to bypass the

normally irrelevant home screen content and get straight to

their desired area of the app in fewer clicks

HOME SCREEN GUIDE

Chat feature, represented by the common symbol of a

conversation bubble, allows users to live chat with different

city government departments for quick inquiries and

questions

Search icon is always available at the top of the screen since users

read top to bottom. Users can quickly find what they need and go

directly there no matter where they are in the app

City logo icon takes users straight back to home

screen/main navigation from anywhere in the app so they

are never at a dead end or lost

Main navigation categories appear similar to app icons on the home

screen immediately upon the app opening.This avoids the need for

users to search for a hamburger menu icon, click it, then view

categories and click again. This saves time and eliminates 1 click

when using the main navigation

Contact feature, represented by the envelope symbol,

common to email allows users to send longer form

messages, official inquiries, or after hours messages to city

government departments and government representatives

The alerts feature is represented by the common symbol of a bell

and is the home for all emergency alerts and other types of

community alerts. Users can choose what kinds of alerts they

receive via a settings mode in this section of the app

The maps feature is represented by the common symbol of the map

pin. This feature allows users to view and filter locations and other

resources on an interactive map of Milford.

The community calendar feature is represented by the common

symbol for calendar. This feature allows users to view, search,

save, and RSVP for a wide range of events throughout Milford.

- Users can interact with areas in blue
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Users start on a home

screen that serves as

the main navigation

with icons for each

menu category and

header and footer

icons all together,

enabling them to

bypass the normally

irrelevant home

screen content and

get straight to their

desired area of the

app in fewer clicks

PAYING TAXES FLOW VIA SEARCH

Users select the

search icon

Users are presented

the search screen

Users select the

search bar

Keyboard slides

up and users

enter search

terms

6- Users can interact with areas in blue



PAYING TAXES FLOW VIA SEARCH

Or users can

select the most

relevant result

Users are presented

the screen to search

tax records to find the

tax bill they wish to

pay 

Users select the

search bar

Keyboard slides

up and users

enters last name

or list #

Users are presented

the search results

Users can choose

to search by last

name on the bill

or the bill's list #
Users can

conduct a new

search if results

are unhelpful
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PAYING TAXES FLOW VIA SEARCH

Or users can

select their tax bill

If users choose

their bill, they are

presented a screen

with their bill

details 

If users choose

"View Payments"

they will see a 

screen listing all

previous payments

on the bill

Users are presented

the search results

Or users can

make a payment

Users can

conduct a new

search if results

are unhelpful

Users can view

payment history on

the bill

Or users can get a

copy of the bill in case

they've lost it
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PAYING TAXES FLOW VIA SEARCH

Users can choose

to save or print

the pdf

If users choose to

save or print the PDF,

a menu with options

to do so on their

device will slide up 

If users choose

"Make A Payment"

they will be

presented a screen

to input payment

information

If users choose "Get

Copy of Bill" they will

be presented a

screen with a PDF of

their bill
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PAYING TAXES FLOW VIA SEARCH

Users can choose the

payment method and

a dropdown menu of

options will appear for

them to choose from

If users click the "?"

next to CVV, a pop up

box will visually

explain what a CVV is.

Users can click the X

to close the box

If users click any of the

other fields, a

keyboard will slide up

for them to input

information
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PAYING TAXES FLOW VIA SEARCH

Users are

presented a screen

to confirm payment

information

If users click to see

disclaimer, the

disclaimer text will pop

up in a box. Users can

read the text or close

the box with the X 

Users click "Continue"

when finished

inputing information

Users must check

to agree to the

payment disclaimer

Users can click to

see the payment

disclaimer
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PAYING TAXES FLOW VIA SEARCH

If users choose to

save, print, or email

their receipt, a menu

with options to do so

on their device will

slide up 
If information is

correct, users can

submit the payment

and, if not, users can

return to the "Payment

Information" screen to

make changes

If users submit

payment

information, they

are presented a

screen with a

receipt for their

payment that they

can choose to save,

print, or email
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Users start on a home

screen that serves as

the main navigation

with icons for each

menu category and

header and footer

icons all together,

enabling them to

bypass the normally

irrelevant home

screen content and

get straight to their

desired area of the

app in fewer clicks

PAYING TAXES FLOW VIA "REQUESTS & PAYMENTS"

Users select the

"Requests & Payments"

menu category

Users are presented a

screen with options

categorized under

"Requests & Payments"

Users can choose

to view and pay

their taxes

Users  choose "Taxes"

Users are presented

a screen with all tax

related information

Or users can contact

the tax collector or

assessor
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If users choose "View

and Pay Taxes", they

are presented the

"Search Tax Records"

screen and the flow

continues the same

from this point as via

Search on page 7

PAYING TAXES FLOW VIA "REQUESTS & PAYMENTS"

If users choose to

contact the tax

collector or assessor,

they are presented

the contact screen,

also available in the

footer menu through

the envelope icon

Users choose who they

want to contact and a

dropdown menu with

options is presented
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When users choose

other fields, a

keyboard slides up

for them to input 

 information

After submitting their

contact request,

users are presented

a confirmation page

Users submit their

information once they

are finished with all

fields

PAYING TAXES FLOW VIA "REQUESTS & PAYMENTS"
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Users start on a home

screen that serves as

the main navigation

with icons for each

menu category and

header and footer

icons all together,

enabling them to

bypass the normally

irrelevant home

screen content and

get straight to their

desired area of the

app in fewer clicks

MAKING A PUBLIC WORKS SERVICE REQUEST FLOW VIA "PUBLIC WORKS"

Users select the "Public

Works" menu category

Users are presented a

screen with options

categorized under

"Public Works"

Users choose

"Report a Problem"

Users are presented

a screen with the

form for reporting a

problem to Public

Works

16- Users can interact with areas in blue



MAKING A PUBLIC WORKS SERVICE REQUEST FLOW VIA "PUBLIC WORKS"

Users choose the type

of problem they want to

report from a dropdown

menu of options

Users choose any

other field and a

keyboard slides up

for them to input

information

Once all fields are

completed, users

can submit the

repoart
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MAKING A PUBLIC WORKS SERVICE REQUEST FLOW VIA "PUBLIC WORKS"

Users are presented

a confirmation screen

after submitting their

report

Users can submit

another report if they

need
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Users start on a home

screen that serves as

the main navigation

with icons for each

menu category and

header and footer

icons all together,

enabling them to

bypass the normally

irrelevant home

screen content and

get straight to their

desired area of the

app in fewer clicks

MAKING A PUBLIC WORKS SERVICE REQUEST FLOW VIA "REQUESTS & PAYMENTS"

Users select the

"Requests & Payments"

menu category

Users are presented a

screen with options

categorized under

"Requests & Payments"

Users choose "Report a

Problem to Public

Works"

Users are presented

a screen with the

form for reporting a

problem to Public

Works and the flow

continues the same

from here as via

"Public Works" on

page 16

19- Users can interact with areas in blue



Users start on a home

screen that serves as

the main navigation

with icons for each

menu category and

header and footer

icons all together,

enabling them to

bypass the normally

irrelevant home

screen content and

get straight to their

desired area of the

app in fewer clicks

PAYING TAXES FLOW VIA SEARCH

Users select the

search icon

Users are presented

the search screen

Users select the

search bar

Keyboard slides

up and users

enter search

terms

MAKING A PUBLIC WORKS SERVICE REQUEST FLOW VIA SEARCH
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PAYING TAXES FLOW VIA SEARCHMAKING A PUBLIC WORKS SERVICE REQUEST FLOW VIA SEARCH

Or users can

select the most

relevant result

Users are presented

the search results

Users can

conduct a new

search if results

are unhelpful

Users are presented

a screen with the

form for reporting a

problem to Public

Works and the flow

continues the same

from here as via

"Public Works" on

page 16 
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Users start on a home

screen that serves as

the main navigation

with icons for each

menu category and

header and footer

icons all together,

enabling them to

bypass the normally

irrelevant home

screen content and

get straight to their

desired area of the

app in fewer clicks

Users select the "Things

To Do" menu category

Users are presented a

screen with options

categorized under

"Things To Do"

Users choose

"Restaurants"

Users are presented

the main

"Restaurants" screen

REQUESTING A RESTAURANT RESERVATION  FLOW VIA "THINGS TO DO"

Users can apply filters to

search for a restaurant

Or users can browse the

full list of restaurants

22- Users can interact with areas in blue



If users choose to

filter restaurants, they

will see a screen with

all filter options

Users select the

category of restaurant

from a dropdown menu

REQUESTING A RESTAURANT RESERVATION FLOW VIA "THINGS TO DO"

Users can choose a

distance to search within

Users can slide to

choose the price

range they prefer
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REQUESTING A RESTAURANT RESERVATION FLOW VIA "THINGS TO DO"

Users can choose the

time they want to go to

the restaurant

Users can choose to

search around their

current location or a

specific address, such

as their home

If users choose

"Address" a new

field will appear for

them to enter the

address and when

tapped a keyboard

will slide up
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REQUESTING A RESTAURANT RESERVATION FLOW VIA "THINGS TO DO"

Users can choose

what day they would

like to go to the

restaurant

Once all desired

filters are applied,

users click search

Users are presented

a screen with all

results that they can

scroll through, sort,

and/or choose to

return and edit filters

for better results
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REQUESTING A RESTAURANT RESERVATION FLOW VIA "THINGS TO DO"

Users can choose to

sort results in multiple

ways with a dropdown

menu

When users touch a

restaurant dot on the

map, its information will

appear below the map

Within each

restaurant's

information users can

choose to get

directions, which will

open up their device's

navigation app, or

request a reservation

at that restaurant

If users choose " View

On Map", a map with

all results will appear

and they will be able

to touch each

restaurant dot option

on the map
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REQUESTING A RESTAURANT RESERVATION FLOW VIA "THINGS TO DO"

If users choose to

request a reservation,

they will be presented

the restaurant

reservation form with

their chosen

restaurant selected

A keyboard will slide up

when users tap to input

information in each field

When all fields are

completed, users can

submit their

reservation request

After users submit their

request, they will be

presented a confirmation

screen, Further

communication will come

directly from the

restaurant once they

receive the email with the

request
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REQUESTING A RESTAURANT RESERVATION FLOW VIA "THINGS TO DO"

If users choose to

view all restaurants,

they will be presented

a screen with the full

list of options instead

of just the filter results

Users can choose to

sort results in multiple

ways with a dropdown

menu

When users touch a

restaurant dot on the

map, its information will

appear below the map

If users choose " View

On Map", a map with

all results will appear

and they will be able

to touch each

restaurant dot option

on the map
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Users start on a home

screen that serves as

the main navigation

with icons for each

menu category and

header and footer

icons all together,

enabling them to

bypass the normally

irrelevant home

screen content and

get straight to their

desired area of the

app in fewer clicks

PAYING TAXES FLOW VIA SEARCH

Users select the

search icon

Users are presented

the search screen

Users select the

search bar

Keyboard slides

up and users

enter search

terms

REQUESTING A RESTAURANT RESERVATION FLOW VIA SEARCH
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PAYING TAXES FLOW VIA SEARCHREQUESTING A RESTAURANT RESERVATION FLOW VIA SEARCH

Or users can

select the most

relevant result

Users are presented

the search results

Users can

conduct a new

search if results

are unhelpful

Users are presented

the main

"Restaurants"

screen and the flow

continues the same

from here as via

"Things To Do" on

page 22
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Information on that

location will appear

below the map

Users start on a home

screen that serves as

the main navigation

with icons for each

menu category and

header and footer

icons all together,

enabling them to

bypass the normally

irrelevant home

screen content and

get straight to their

desired area of the

app in fewer clicks

MAP FEATURE

Users select the "Map"

Icon

Users are presented a

screen with an

interactive map of

Milford

Users can choose

which categories

of locations

appear on the

map

User can tap a

location dot on

the map for more

information

Users can also find

specific locations or

businesses via the

search function
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MAP FEATURE

If users choose the

search function, a

keyboard will slide up

for them to input

information
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Users start on a home

screen that serves as

the main navigation

with icons for each

menu category and

header and footer

icons all together,

enabling them to

bypass the normally

irrelevant home

screen content and

get straight to their

desired area of the

app in fewer clicks

LIVE CHAT FEATURE

Users select the "Chat"

Icon

Users are presented a

screen with options to

start a chat and view

previous live chats

Users can choose

which government

department they

would like to chat

with from a

dropdown menu
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When a chat is

stated, users will be

presented a

conversation screen

LIVE CHAT FEATURE

When users tap to

chat, a keyboard

will slide up
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